At Aagwali Chawl, one of the slum settlements in Pune, volunteers have been working hard for the last several days to prevent the spread of Corona disease. Along with distribution of essential items, volunteers are pro-actively raising awareness among the people in various ways to prevent the spread of corona disease at the local level. When the locals lined up to buy alcohol, all the people in the queue would sit together in groups. Seeing this, one of the volunteers named Deepak Gaikwad went around urging them to maintain social distancing and more importantly to quit drinking. Also, he voluntarily made markings on the road outside grocery shops so that people don’t crowd in and maintain safe distance. Moreover, Deepak started displaying information about corona prevention in the settlement on a daily basis so that a passerby gets to see a different message every time and benefit from the same. The messages are also written on a black board displayed outside the public toilet so that proper hygiene is maintained in the community.